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Introduction

Welcome to AngularJS, JavaScript, and jQuery All in One. This book is designed to jumpstart you
into the world of dynamic web application development using JavaScript, jQuery, and AngularJS. Th
book covers the basics of the JavaScript language, jQuery library, and AngularJS framework and how
to use them to build well-designed, reusable components for web applications.
With billions of people using the Internet today, there is a rapidly growing trend to replace traditiona
websites, where one page links to another page and so on, with single page applications that have
richly interactive elements.
The main reason is that users have become less patient with clicking, waiting, and then having to
navigate back and forth between web pages. Instead, they want websites to behave more like the
applications they are used to on their computers and mobile devices.
In fact, in the next 24 hours, millions of new web pages will be added to the Internet. The majority of
these pages will be written in HTML, with CSS to style elements and with JavaScript to provide
interaction between the user interface and back-end services.
As you complete the lessons in this book, you will gain a practical understanding of how to
incorporate JavaScript with the powerful jQuery library as well as the exciting AngularJS framework
to provide rich user interactions in your web pages. You will gain the valuable skills of adding
dynamic code that allows web pages to instantly react to mouse clicks and finger swipes, interact wit
back-end services to store and retrieve data from the web server, and create robust Internet
applications.
Each lesson in the book provides fundamentals that are necessary to create professional web
applications. The book includes some basics on using HTML and CSS to get you started, even if
you’ve never used them before. You are provided with code examples that you can implement and
expand as your understanding increases. In fact, in just the first lesson in the book, you create a
dynamic web page using jQuery and JavaScript.
So pull up a chair, sit back, and enjoy the ride of programming rich Internet applications with
AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript.

Who Should Read This Book

This book is aimed at readers who already have an understanding of the basics of HTML and have
done some programming in a modern programming language. Having an understanding of JavaScript
will make this book easier to digest, but it is not required because the basics of JavaScript are covere

Why You Should Read This Book

This book will teach you how to create powerful, interactive web applications that have a wellstructured, easy-to-reuse code base that will be easy to maintain. The typical readers of this book wan
to learn JavaScript, jQuery, and AngularJS for the purpose of building highly interactive web
applications. The typical reader will also want to leverage the innovative Model View Controller
(MVC) approach of AngularJS to extend HTML and implement well-designed and structured web
pages and web applications.

What You Will Learn from This Book

Reading this book will enable you to build rich, dynamic interactions into your web pages and
applications. Websites are no longer simple static content that consist of HTML pages with integrate
images and formatted text. Instead, websites have become much more dynamic, with a single page
providing a wide array of functionality and interactions.
Using AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript enables you to build logic directly into your web
applications that allows you to interact with the user from your client-side application. These
technologies also allow you to interact with back-end web services on the web server to create a
comprehensive client-side web application. The following are a few of the things you will learn while
reading this book:
The basics of the JavaScript language
How to implement JavaScript, jQuery, and AngularJS in your web pages
How to dynamically modify page elements in the browser
How to use browser events to interact with the user directly
How to implement client-side services that can interact with the web server
How to implement rich user interface (UI) components, such as zoomable images and
expandable lists
How to quickly build AngularJS templates with built-in directives that enhance the user
experience
How to bind UI elements to the data model so that when the model changes, the UI changes, and
vice versa
How to bind mouse and keyboard events directly to the data model and back-end functionality t
provide robust user interactions
How to define your own custom AngularJS directives that extend the HTML language
How to build dynamic browser views that provide rich user interaction
How to create custom services that can be easily reused in other AngularJS applications

Why AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript in the Same Book?

The reason we decided to put AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript in the same book is that they all
relate to each other. We’ve been asked questions like “Should I use AngularJS or jQuery?” or “Shoul
I use JavaScript or jQuery?” many times. We see them as a stack that works together very well.
JavaScript is the base language that is supported by the browser. jQuery extends JavaScript with a
syntax that is much more powerful and user friendly. AngularJS is an extension of jQuery (or at least
stripped-down version of jQuery) that provides an extremely powerful MVC framework with robust
data binding functionality.
Understanding all three of these technologies and how they work together will make you a better web
developer, even if you use another JavaScript framework or library to develop, because they provide
the fundamental functionality that all good web applications need. You may decide that simple
JavaScript fits the needs in one area, or jQuery/jQueryUI provides the perfect functionality for some
web forms, or that you need the robust functionality of AngularJS for your web application. Either
way, you will have the skills and understanding to be able to choose and implement the right
technology.

What Is JavaScript?

JavaScript is a programming language much like any other. What separates JavaScript the most from
other programming languages is that the browser has a built-in interpreter that can parse and execute
the language. That means you can write complex applications that have direct access to the browser
events and Document Object Model (DOM) objects.
Access to the DOM means that you can add, modify, or remove elements from a web page without
reloading it. Access to the browser gives you access to events such as mouse movements and clicks.
This is what gives JavaScript the capability to provide functionality such as dynamic lists and drag
and drop.

What Is jQuery?

jQuery is a library that is built on JavaScript. The underlying code is JavaScript; however, jQuery
simplifies a lot of the JavaScript code into simple-to-use functionality. The two main advantages to
using jQuery are selectors and built-in functions.
Selectors provide quick access to specific elements on the web page, such as a list or table. They also
provide access to groups of elements, such as all paragraphs or all paragraphs of a certain class. This
allows you to quickly and easily access specific DOM elements.
jQuery also provides a rich set of built-in functionality that makes it easy to do a lot more with a lot
less code. For example, tasks such as hiding an element on the screen or animating the resizing of an
element take just one line of code.

What Is AngularJS?

AngularJS is a client-side framework developed by Google. It is written in JavaScript with a reduced
jQuery library called jQuery lite. The entire ideology behind AngularJS is to provide a framework tha
makes it easy to implement well-designed and well-structured web pages and applications using an
MVC framework.
AngularJS provides all that functionality to handle user input in the browser, manipulate data on the
client side, and control how elements are displayed in the browser view. Here are some of the benefit
AngularJS provides:
Data Binding—AngularJS has a very clean method to bind data to HTML elements using its
powerful scope mechanism.
Extensibility—The AngularJS architecture enables you to easily extend almost every aspect of
the language to provide your own custom implementations.
Clean—AngularJS forces you to write clean, logical code.
Reusable Code—The combination of extensibility and clean code makes it very easy to write
reusable code in AngularJS. In fact, the language often forces you to do so when you’re creating
custom services.
Support—Google is investing a lot in this project, which gives it an advantage where other
similar initiatives have failed.
Compatibility—AngularJS is based on JavaScript and has a close relationship with jQuery. Th
makes it easier to begin integrating AngularJS into your environment and reuse pieces of your
existing code within the structure of the AngularJS framework.

Beyond AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript

This book covers more than jQuery and JavaScript because you need to know more than the language
structure to create truly useful web applications. The goal of this book is to give you the fundamental
skills needed to create fully functional and interactive web applications in just 29 short, easy lessons.
This book covers the following key skills and technologies:
HTML is the most current recommendation for web page creation. Every example in this book
validated HTML5, the most recent recommended version.
CSS is the standard method for formatting web elements. You not only learn how to write CSS
and CSS3, but also how to dynamically modify it on-the-fly using jQuery and JavaScript.
JavaScript is the best method to provide interactions in web pages without the need to load a ne
page from the server. This is the standard language on which most decent web applications are
built.
jQuery and jQueryUI are some of the most popular and robust libraries for JavaScript. jQuery
provides very quick access to web page elements and a robust set of features for web applicatio
interaction. jQuery provides additional UI libraries that provide rich UI components for web
applications.
AJAX is the standard method that web applications use to interact with web servers and other
services. The book includes several examples of using AJAX to interact with web servers,
Google, Facebook, and other popular web services.

Code Examples

Many of the examples in the book provide the following elements:
HTML code—Code necessary to provide the web page framework in the browser.
CSS code—Code necessary to style the web page elements correctly.
JavaScript code—This includes the AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript code that provide
interactions between the user, web page elements, and web services.
Figures—Most of the examples include one or more figures that illustrate the behavior of the
code in the browser.
The titles for the listing blocks include a filename of the file that contains the source. These files can
be obtained from the book’s website (follow the directions on the back cover of this book).
The examples in the book are basic to make it easier for you to learn and implement. Many of them
can be expanded and used in your own web pages. In fact, some of the exercises at the end of each
lesson have you expand on the examples.

Development Web Server
I chose Node.js with Express as the web server for the development environment for this book. You
will get a chance to set up Node.js as the web server in Lesson 1. There are several reasons I chose
Node.js over a more traditional web server like Apache or IIS, including the following:
Node.js is extremely easy to install and set up.
You can use Node.js to test your JavaScript snippets without having to use a web browser.
There is a great Node.js plug-in for Eclipse that allows you to easily debug JavaScript.
You do not need to understand a back-end scripting language such as PHP, Python, or Ruby
because you can write your server-side script for Node.js in JavaScript.

Special Elements

As you complete each lesson, margin notes help you immediately apply what you just learned to your
own web pages.
Whenever a new term is used, it is clearly explained. No flipping back and forth to a glossary!
Tip
Tips and tricks to save you precious time are set aside in Tips so that you can spot them
quickly.
Note
Notes highlight interesting information you should be sure not to miss.
Caution
When there’s something you need to watch out for, you’ll be warned about it in a Caution.

Q&A, Quizzes, and Exercises
Every lesson ends with a short question-and-answer session that addresses the kind of “dumb
questions” everyone wants to ask. A brief but complete quiz lets you test yourself to be sure you
understand everything presented in the lesson. Finally, one or two optional exercises give you a
chance to practice your new skills before you move on.

Finally

We hope you enjoy this book and enjoy learning about JavaScript, jQuery, and AngularJS as much we
did. These are great, innovative technologies that are really fun to use. Soon you’ll be able to join the
many other web developers who use them to build rich, dynamic, and interactive websites and web
applications.
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